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Abstract
Since the reinstatement of its national college entrance examination (GAOKAO) at the end of “the cultural revolution” in 1977, China has been the only country of its advanced status of economic, scientific and technological developments in the world that has solely relied on a once-a-GAOKAO system to admit approximately 8 million undergraduate students exclusively based on their GAOKAO scores. Although such a pure GAOKAO score-based admission system has many great merits in China, especially fairness, equity and rigor, there have been wide outcries to improve it due to its negative impact on societal creativity, productivity and health in addition to its high stakes and pressures that occur during lengthy test preparation processes. Since early 1980s, the Chinese government has made various reform efforts, but there has been very little real consequential outcomes or implementation to this end.

The purpose of this presentation is to systematically: (1) outline the history and major GAOKAO reform efforts since 1977; (2) explicate the most recent GAOKAO reform design and pilots; and (3) suggest a scientific and feasible system/framework of holistic college admissions evaluation based on common college admissions practices of modern advanced countries and a set of sound and easy-to-apply statistical procedures. It is hoped that what will be presented can help enhance China’s current GAOKAO system without sacrificing any of its outstanding merits.
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